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The Police were arguably the hottest group on the
planet during their short career (1977 – 83). the
band’s impressive catalogue of hits (Every Breath
You Take, Message in a Bottle, Walking on the
Moon) makes them an ideal group on which to
base a tribute act. Fronted by Sting fan, Owen
James, The Rozzers deliver an impressive 20+
song set; his voice delivering each song with uncanny resemblance and tone.
Be sure to catch a show you will be amazed!
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On the morning of October 12, 1978, a 21-year-old Englishman born John Simon Richie but better known as
infamous Sex Pistols bassist Sid Vicious, called the front
desk of the Chelsea Hotel in Manhattan.
Vicious needed some help, he said, in regard to his girlfriend/manager, Nancy Spungen, age 20.
The couple had been residing in the renowned artists’s
mecca for the previous few months, degenerating, it
would turn out, into increasingly drug-fuelled madness,
despair, and, ultimately, violence.
Now Spungen lay dead on the floor from a stab wound.
That was the issue with which Vicious needed assistance.
Over the next few hours, NYPD officers arrested Vicious
and charged him with Spungen’s murder. Sid gave muddled accounts of what happened and, ten days later, attempted suicide by slashing his wrists with a broken light
bulb. While hospitalized for the wound, Vicious attempted to hurl himself out a window, declaring he
wanted to be with Nancy.
Defense lawyers got Vicious out on bond but, on December 9, police arrested the infamous punk rocker yet again,
for assault during a Skafish concert. This time, Vicious
underwent forcible, 55-day drug detoxification at Riker’s
Island jail.
Vicious got out on bail on February 2, 1979, attended a
party thrown in his honour, and died that evening from a
heroin overdose.
In the wake of Sid Vicious’s demise, then, authorities
immediately closed the case on the murder of Nancy
Spungen.
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This
phenomenal 7
piece Latin rock
explosion
continues to
amaze fans
wherever they
present their
celebration of
the music of the
legendary
Carlos Santana.
The Cotton Club is situated at the rear of Dartford WMC Essex Road
Dartford DA1 2AU
Doors Open 8pm Band 9pm
Phone 01322 223646 or 01322 664551

Alabama Blueslady Debbie Bond and her band featuring her partner –in-blues, Keys and Harp-man
‘Radiator’ Rick Asherson on tour in the UK provided a memorable, high energy performance for the sell out
2017 Doug Revell Memorial concert.
Both played with the late US Bluesman Willie King as members of his band, ‘The Liberators’ with whom
they toured extensively in the USA,UK and Europe. Debbie Bond is a guitarist/singer – songwriter with a
particularly strong blues grounding. Apart from her involvement with Willie King, she also played guitar
with the late Eddie Kirkland, and Johhny Shines, a guy who travelled and worked with the man who really
put blues on the world map, the most recognised blues great Robert Johnson.
Debbie, herself often likened to Bonnie Raitt, together with Radiator Rick is joined by Sam Kelly on percussion and Sam Carless on Sax. Her latest album ‘That thing called love’ has gained widespread critical
acclaim on both sides of the pond.
Set 1 highlights for me were: ‘Blue rain’ a song about needing to come out of a bad relationship and goes
back to Debbie’s time living in Alabama in 1979 when well known bluesman Kent Duchaine played with
Johhny Shines.
‘Steady rolling man’ a track from the CD played in a 20’s/30’s style featured Rick on keyboard and Sam
Carless on sax.
The traditional blues number by Junior Wills ‘Gotta help me’ was unusually sung by Debbie (not normally a
track sung by a woman) but was very effective, with Rick on blues harp and Sam on sax.
The number ‘You can run but you can never hide’ had well known local blues harpist Nigel Feist join the
band on stage for this lively track.
The topical number’ Don’t you think there’s a change blowin in the wrong direction’ Debbie attributed to
Donald Trump, was a slow burning song featuring a great sax solo from Sam.
Set 2 commenced with ‘It starts with love’, a catchy number with Debbie’s vocals and great drum
and sax interludes.
The Sunny Boy Williamson song ‘Bring it on home to you’ featured Rick on lead vocals, harp and keyboard
for this great track.
‘Found out the hardway’ gave Debbie’s great voice its head as well as her guitar prowess and augmented by
a super sax break.
My favourite number of the set was next, ‘Train train going down the track’ had elements of the ‘Old Grey
Whistle Test’ theme featuring harp, vocals and drum only with hand clapping joined in by the enthusiastic
audience.
‘I was blind’ featured both Debbie and Rick on vocals with great effect.
‘I don’t want to know about evil’, an ex Santana and John Martyn track featuring Debbie and Ricks rich
vocals had the audience joining in on this slow, soulful song.
‘Wishbone’ was an amusing anatomological song about a woman who had a wishbone where her backbone
ought to be, featuring Ricks harp virtuoso and Sam with a sax interlude.
The final set number was another amusing anecdotal song entitled ‘You don’t fold my clothes no more’
about couples living together with a chorus of ‘ I like it like that’ and both Rick and Nigel Feist’s harp duet.
The appreciative audience of course called for an encore and were rewarded with the very catchy ‘All tied
up’, Nigel Feist again joined in on harp and the audience were up out of their seats dancing.
All in all another enjoyable and well appreciated Doug Revell memorial concert for a good cause with the
splendid Debbie Bond and her band.
For more information about other forthcoming blues with bottle club promotions go to
www.blueswithbottleclub.co.uk
RussBurtonGigReviews2017

Play It By Ear: The ability to adapt to circumstance, or play it by ear, is essential in all areas of life.
We never quite know what’s around the corner and those that can do this have a much better chance of
performing well and of coping or surviving. Without this quality we could go nowhere in a hurry. This
basis of evolution and our life programme applies just the same to an individual honing and improving
one’s abilities, skills and talents, as it does to a species needing to cope with a change in environment or
living circumstances. The intrinsic ability to adjust, improve and adapt to change in circumstance is
invaluable and as we try and emulate nature by coding adaption and evolutionary techniques into our
own computer programmes, we are just copying something that most of us simply take for granted, and
yet what a remarkable achievement this is. Biological machinery that can consciously and subconsciously make decisions based on changing circumstances and environment. That can be creative and
engineer great feats. That can propagate, enjoyably, and give birth, painfully - lessons in everything.
That can evolve and adapt automatically according to need. That has the ability to love and the ability
to enjoy life! It is remarkably clever. Even though we ourselves now try and apply many of nature’s
concepts in our own engineering projects, as we try and reach new heights, we can’t say we’ve invented
them, because these concepts are already in action all around us. Nature and our life programme has
been utilising them for years.
In God’s Image? We would generally accept that all computer programmes have to be written or composed somehow and that all construction projects have to be engineered. Generally things don’t selfassemble and put themselves together in an orderly and meaningful fashion without instruction. Getting
a pile of what the Bible calls ‘dust’ to automatically turn into a living, thinking, able human being, or
anything else, is a very clever feat of engineering. A construction project as sophisticated, as colossal,
and as complete as what we have on Earth, is mindboggling for us to try and understand. And yet because we are made in ‘God’s image’, whoever or whatever he may be, we can now all see and understand the principles of what is going on. Of course the environment has to be right, however, once you
have a life programme, creation is as simple as planting a seed. We can all understand that because we
do it all the time to propagate and give birth. For us, it’s as simple as enjoying a very enjoyable act of
love. Nature does the rest for us. How thoughtful and wonderful our mystical creator and engineer must
be!
Who Created God? I have heard the question asked that if God created us, who created God? ‘Upon
asking God this question, there was a deliberate and notable lengthy silence, he then let out an almighty
chuckle that reverberated across the sky and said jokingly, “It’s going to take me a little while to work
that one out!”, and he laughed heartily again!’ The simple answer seems to be that nobody knows. The
story goes so far back in time that it’s untraceable and there was no one around to record it. What we
can know is that at some point somewhere in the very distant past, conscious life came about in our
universe and our universe became self-aware. What caused it, or brought it into being, what the conditions or circumstances were, we don’t know. Of course, much like the picture painted on Earth, our
beginnings must have been very primitive and basic. We can perhaps surmise, but the universe is a big
place, full of ancient happenings going back billions of years, so we’ll probably never know. It boggles
the mind to even try and imagine, so perhaps we should just focus on the present and not worry about it
too much. As said, “Conscious abilities we accept. It matters not so much how they came about so
much as what we do with them!” In other words, as conscious entities, it’s far more important to focus
(Continued on page 5)

Following on from last month’s article, I thought I would give a bit
of insight in to what my job involves. To give some context if you
missed it, I recently started working as a junior audio designer at a
video games company called Rare. Rare are currently creating a
pirate game called Sea of Thieves. To quote last month, “As part of
the audio team, our job involves tackling everything from the sounds
of the ship creaks and footsteps, gunshots and ocean sounds, to musical instruments and orchestral score”.
For this article, I’ll focus more on sound design, and I thought it may be interesting to explain it step-bystep. There is a lengthy process behind the development of a game, but we’ll just be focusing on the audio. As a
game is developed, and features and aspects of it are conceptualised, talks will also be had about how the game is
going to sound. For a pirate game, it is fairly easy to imagine what sounds will be included – aka. weapons, ship
sounds, ocean sounds, cannons, and things like footsteps and treasure chests and much more. Once you’ve decided what kind of sounds you need, you can set about creating what we call an ‘asset list’. An asset list is essentially a checklist of all the sounds you need for the game.
When it comes to making the sounds is when the real fun comes in (for me anyway!). Sound effects in
films, TV and games are often constructed out of either organic sounds or synthetic sounds, and sometimes
they’re a combination of both. Organic sounds are recordings of real life objects or noises, such as birds tweeting, someone clinking metal, or the sound of breaking glass. On the other hand, synthetic sounds come from
machines and plugins, such as synthesisers.
When it comes to organic sounds, recording them is called Foley. For Sea of Thieves, all the footsteps,
water sounds and various object sounds were recorded as Foley for the game. You may wonder how, and some
sounds are simpler than others to record. Footsteps can be as simple as setting up a microphone and recording
someone wearing different types of shoes, and walking/running/jumping etc. on different surfaces (wood, metal,
sand, dirt and so on). Others are a bit more elaborate. The water sounds, for example, were recorded with a huge
swimming pool on the company grounds, with someone monitoring the microphones whilst someone else dived
about in the water!
Sometimes a company or individual is unable to record sounds (due to lack of budget, space, equipment, resources and so on), and in those situations, we turn to libraries. Libraries are essentially purchasable
collections of sounds that have been recorded by other people or companies. There is a library for just about
anything; gun sounds, cars, city sounds, wildlife, storms, robots, and everything else you can think of. Often a
game will include a combination of both, but sometimes it will be all Foley, and other times it will be all library
content.
Recording sounds can be quite complex. It’s best to use decent microphones, and record in an appropriate environment, such as a studio. Sounds can be ‘processed’ with plugins to sound different after they have
been recorded. For example, reverb can be added to the sound of someone walking on wood to make it sound
like they’re walking in a big hall. However, this becomes difficult if the sound of the footsteps aren’t recorded
very well in the first place. Our goal is to make sure the sounds are realistic and fit what is on the screen. If a
bomb explosion in a film sounded very quiet or muffled, it wouldn’t be realistic. For the same reason, it is also
important to create variations of sounds, especially ones that repeat, like footsteps. In real life, almost every time
we hear a sound, it varies a little each time. If you hear a sound exactly the same every time it plays, you soon
notice it because it becomes annoying (think of an alarm bell, or someone clicking a pen). It’s repetitive and
distracting, which is not what you want when you’re trying to concentrate on a film or a game. But there are
ways to ensure this doesn’t happen, and a lot of work goes in to it. – To be continued…

Gambler continue their residency at
this exciting venue.
Every Thursday except the 4th one in
the month.
Free admission and cheap beer
Hopefully all our regulars plus some
new faces will join us, at the club, for
a rocking good night of live music
That’s how we roll (and rock)
on how we behave now and where we go from
here.
A Simple Formula: The ultimate goal of evolution is obviously working to improve. Building on
what we have and honing our being. We have
been given everything we need in this wonderful
world, this Garden Of Eden, (eden / need), food
and materials aplenty. Some would say this is just
coincidence, but some have a lot to learn! In fact
many people in this world have a lot to learn,
especially the ones that continually mess it up for
the rest of us. Achieving a good life, good living
and having good fun with bags of enjoyment in a
world blessed with everything you could ever
want is a very simple formula. All we have to do
is care, share and be fair! And yet, so many human
beings find this so hard to do as they walk all over
others without a second thought causing perpetual
war on this planet. To be continued…
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ainly Madness are a group of Two Tone
loving musicians that bring the
Madness experience to your event. Not only
are Mainly Madness a tribute to the great band
itself but also a celebration of Two Tone and
Ska, which include such inspirational bands as
The Specials, Bad Manners and The Beat.

Sat 7th JO ABREHART
Sat 14th SARAH TYLER
Sat 21st STREET LIFE
Sat 28th STEVE BROWN

FOOD OPENING
HOURS
MONDAY-FRIDAY
12.00pm - 3.00pm
6.30PM-10PM
SUNDAY
12.30PM-5.30

Weather permitting. Acts will appear on our new stage, donated and
erected by Mercer Scaffolding
NEW MENU
available Mon-Fri
Sundays - BBQ weather permitting
Every last Thursday JAM NIGHT
All instrumentalist and vocalist welcome

SUN 1ST
BAD INFLUENCE-THE CAVERN-RAYNES
PARK 4PM (B)

SUN 8TH

SUN 15TH
CARLY ANN-WOODMAN-DARTFORD (S)

MON 9TH

MON 16TH

MON 2ND

TUE 10TH

TUE 17TH

TUE 3RD

WED 4TH
RAG MAMA RAG-ANCHOR-SEVENOAKS

THU 5TH
GAMBLER/JERRY STEVENSONCOTTON CLUB-DARTFORD (B)

FRI 6TH
THE ROZZAS-COTTON CLUBDARTFORD (B)
BAD INFLUENCE-BOOGALOO WEEKEND NORTON GRANGE –ISLE OF WIGHT
(B)

SAT 7TH
HIT&RUN-WOODMAN –DARTFORD (B)

WED 11TH
PAUL MALSOM/NEWFEL-ANCHORSEVENOAKS (D)

WED 18TH
DAVE PEABODY/REGINA MUDRICHANCHOR SEVENOAKS

THU 12TH
GAMBLER/JOHN SUMMERTON-COTTON
CLUB-DARTFORD (B)
BAD INFLUENCE-RIVERSIDE CLUBSTAINES (B)

THU 19TH
GAMBLER/ROBIN BIBI-COTTON CLUBDARTFORD (B)

FRI 13TH
TAZ-HUFFLERS-DARTFORD (S)

SAT 14TH
LONG WAY DOWN-DUKES HEADCRAYFORD (B)
TOP GUNS-WOODMAN-DARTFORD (B)

FRI 20TH
CONTRABAND-WOODMAN-DARTFORD
(B)

SAT 21ST

SUN 22ND
KAT PRICE-WOODMAN-DARTFORD (S)

MON 23RD

TUE 24TH

SUN 29TH
MICHAEL-WOODMANDARTFORD (S)

MON 30TH

TUE 31ST

WED 25TH

THU 26TH
ALSO …………………………..

FRI 27TH
MAINLY MADNESS-COTTON CLUBDARTFORD (B)
BAD INFLUENCE-POYNTZ ARMSE.MOSELEY (B)
GUM BOOTS REGGAE BAND-WOODMANDARTFORD (B)
SAT 28TH
OCD-DUKES HEAD-CRAYFORD (B)

JAM NIGHT @ THE GLENT
WORTH CLUB-DARTFORD
3RD THURS EVERY MONTH
OPEN MIC -THE ANCHOR
SEVENOAKS WED 25th
LAST THURS OF THE MONTH
JAM NIGHT-BLACK HORSE
BEAN

B = BAND
D = DUO
S = SOLO

